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Secure Systems Group

How to make it possible to build systems that are simultaneously easy-to-use and inexpensive to deploy while still guaranteeing sufficient protection?
Research

Building systems that are secure, usable, and deployable
Current major themes

Platform Security
How can we design/use pervasive hardware and OS security mechanisms to secure applications and services?

Machine Learning & Security
Can we guarantee performance of ML-based systems even in the presence of adversaries?

Security Protocols
How do we allow devices to communicate securely with one another?

Emerging Topics
E.g., hardware-assisted consensus mechanisms, detecting deception using text analysis
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Research: Platform Security
Platform security: overview

Applications of platform security
• Examples:
  • Protecting password-based web authentication systems (Best Finnish infosec thesis, 2017)
  • Breaking & repairing deniable messaging

Novel platform security mechanisms
• Examples:
  • Linux kernel hardening (Best Finnish infosec thesis, 2018)
  • Hardening embedded systems (C-Flat and HardScope)

https://ssg.aalto.fi/research/projects/platsec/
Hardware-security mechanisms are pervasive

Hardware support for
- Isolated execution: Isolated Execution Environment
- Protected storage: Sealing
- Ability to report status to a remote verifier: Remote Attestation

Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs)

SafeKeeper: Protecting Web Passwords

How can we use widely available hardware security mechanisms to deter password database theft and server compromise?

Over 560 Million Passwords Discovered in Anonymous Online Database
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SafeKeeper: Protecting Web Passwords

How can we use widely available hardware security mechanisms to deter password database theft and server compromise?

https://ssg.aalto.fi/research/projects/passwords/
WebConf 2018 (aka WWW 2018)
HardScope: Hardware-assisted Run-time Scope Enforcement

How can **variable visibility rules** be enforced at run-time to prevent run-time attacks?

Run-time attacks violate data integrity
- e.g. data is references known at compile time vs. run-time

Variable visibility rules reduce attacks…
- …but in C/C++ only enforced by compiler

**H/W ext. for run-time scope enforcement**
- PoC on RISC-V PULPino SoC on FPGA

Low-overhead (~3%) with changes to h/w
- Can apply at different granularities to give resilience against many classes of attacks

https://ssg.aalto.fi/research/projects/embedded-systems-security/
Research: ML & Security
Machine learning and Security

Machine learning for security and privacy
• Examples:
  • Fast client-side phishing detection (Off-the-hook)
  • Detection of vulnerable/compromised IoT devices (IoT Sentinel and DïoT)

Security and privacy of machine-learning based systems
• Examples:
  • Privacy-preserving neural network predictions (MiniONN)
  • Model stealing: attacks and defenses

https://ssg.aalto.fi/research/projects/mlsec/
Privacy-preserving Neural Networks

How to make cloud-based prediction models preserve privacy?

violates clients’ privacy

Use inexpensive cryptographic tools

MiniONN (ACM CCS 2017)

https://eprint.iacr.org/2017/452
https://github.com/SSGAalto/minionn
Research: Other

Building systems that are secure, usable, and deployable
Other themes / Emerging topics

Distributed consensus and blockchains (theory, applications) [AoF BCon, ICRI-CARS]
• Can hardware security mechanisms help design scalable consensus schemes?
  https://ssg.aalto.fi/research/projects/bcon/

Securing IoT (scalability, usability) [AoF SELIoT]
• How do we secure IoT devices from birth to death?
  https://ssg.aalto.fi/research/projects/seliot-project/

Stylometry and security [HICT scholarship]
• Can text analysis help detect deception?
  https://ssg.aalto.fi/research/projects/deception-detection-via-text-analysis/
Automating generation of fake restaurant reviews

Can we **machine-generate deceptive online reviews**?

**Generate** fake reviews given a brief **description**
- 5 Chipotle Mexican Grill Las Vegas NV Mexican Fast Food

**User study with skeptical people**
- Very poor detection, almost random (~53%)
- Detectable with machine learning (~97%)

ESORICS 2018
https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.02400
Media coverage of our research
Research Funding (2018 Summary)

Cloud Security Services (CloSer 2016 - 2018)
• Funded by Business Finland (formerly Tekes)

Securing Lifecycles of IoT devices (SELIoT 2017 - 2019)
• Funded by NSF and Academy of Finland (WiFiUS program)

• Secure Computing, Collaborative, Autonomous and Resilient Systems

Blockchain Consensus and Beyond (BCon 2017 - 2020)
• Funded by Academy of Finland

Fraud detection in online commerce (2018-2019)
• Funded by Zalando Payments
Principles of industry engagement

Open IP
• All results in the public domain (e.g., open source)
• Examples: Intel, Zalando

Shared IP
• Aalto and industry partners share IP (non-exclusive)

“Amplification”
• More people working on a topic than those funded directly by industry partner
Education

Training the next generation of information security researchers and professionals
Master's Programme in Computer, Communication and Information Sciences - Security and Cloud Computing

Programme description

- Study programme
- Admission requirements
- Career opportunities
- Application documents
- Tuition fees and scholarships
- Contact information

Degree:
Master of Science (Technology)
More information.

ECTS:
120 ECTS

Field of Study:
Technology and Engineering

Duration:
2 years, full-time

Eligibility:
An appropriate Bachelor's degree or an equivalent qualification.

Tuition fees & scholarships:
Yes, for non-EU citizens.
More information

Language of Instruction:
English
More information.

Organising schools:
School of Science

Application period:
2017-12-15 - 2018-03-24

Acquire a world-class education in information security at Aalto University!

Studies in Security and Cloud Computing give students a broad understanding of the latest and future technologies for secure mobile and cloud computing systems. Students will gain both practical engineering knowledge and theoretical insights into
- secure systems engineering,
- distributed application development

https://www.aalto.fi/ccis-security-and-cloud-computing
SECCLO
Master’s Programme in Security and Cloud Computing
(Erasmus Mundus)

Applications: open in December
Scholarships available

secclo.eu  secclo@aalto.fi  facebook.com/secclo
Helsinki-Aalto Center for Information Security (HAIC)

Joint initiative: Aalto University and University of Helsinki

Mission: attract/train top students in information security
- Offers financial aid to top students in both CCIS Security and Cloud Computing & SECCLO

Call for donors and supporters
- Supported by donations from F-Secure, Intel, Nixu, Huawei, and Aalto University

https://haic.fi/

2018, 2019

2017
InfoSec Research and Education @ Aalto

2014
- ACM ASIACCS (1)
- Proc. IEEE (1)
- WWW (1)
- PerCom (1)
- ACM CCS (1)
- Black Hat USA (1)
- Best InfoSec MSc thesis in Finland

2015
- Black Hat Europe (1)
- ACM WiSec (1)
- PerCom (1)
- ACM ASIACCS (1)
- UbiComp (1)
- ACM CCS (2)

2016
- ACM CCS (1)
- NDSS (2)
- IEEE ICDCS (1)
- CeBIT (1)
- Black Hat Europe (1)
- Best InfoSec MSc thesis in Finland

2017
- ACM ASIACCS (1)
- DAC (1)
- IEEE ICDCS (2)
- IEEE SECON (1)
- Best InfoSec MSc thesis in Finland

2018
- IEEE TMC (1)
- WWW (1)
- ESORICS (1)
- DAC (1)
- IEEE TCAD (1)
- Black Hat Europe (1)

Runner-up: Best CS MSc Thesis in Finland
20+ MSc and BSc theses yearly

(awards in green)
Summary

A top systems security research group in Europe

Different possibilities for industry engagement
• Collaborate and/or support research
• Support education (HAIC scholarships, internships)

N. Asokan
https://asokan.org/asokan/
@nasokan
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